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Abstract. The Run I results on the searches for new physics in photon final states were intriguing. The
rare eeγγ 6ET candidate event and the measured event rate for the signature ℓ + γ + 6ET, which was 2.7
sigma above the Standard Model predictions, sparked signature-based searches in the γγ +X and ℓγ +X
channels. With more data in Run II we should be able to answer a simple question: was it an anomaly or
were the Run I results the first evidence for new physics? We present searches for New Physics in Photon
Final States at CDF Run II, Fermilab, with substantially more data and a higher p¯p collision energy,
1.96 TeV, and the upgraded CDF-II detector.
PACS. 13.85.Rm Limits on production of particles – 12.60.Jv Supersymmetric models – 13.85.Qk Inclusive
production with identified leptons, photons, or other nonhadronic particles – 14.80.Ly Supersymmetric
partners of known particles – 14.80.-j Other particles (including hypothetical)
1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) [1] is an effective field theory
that has so far described the fundamental interactions of
elementary particles remarkably well. However the model
breaks down at energies of a few TeV, in that the cross-
section for scattering of longitudinal W bosons would oth-
erwise violate unitarity. The Fermilab Tevatron has the
highest center-of-mass energy collisions of any present ac-
celerator, with
√
s = 1.96 TeV, and thus has the poten-
tial to discover new physics. As of September, 2005, the
CDF experiment at Fermilab has recorded 1 fb−1 of data.
Physics results using 202 pb−1 to 345 pb−1 are presented
in this paper.
1.1 Motivation
Why do we consider the photon final states a good signa-
ture for observing new physics?
– Well Motivated Theories
– Most importantly Supersymmetry
– History
– Follow up on some of the anomalies from CDF in
Run I [2,3,4,5,6]
– From the experimentalists’ point of view, just because...
– The photon is coupled to electric charge, and thus
is radiated by all charged particles, including the
incoming states (important for searching for invis-
ible final states)
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– The photon is massless and thus kinematically eas-
ier to produce than the W or Z
– The photon is stable, which implies a high accep-
tance, as there are no branching ratios to ‘pay’
– The photon is a boson and could be produced by a
fermiphobic parent
– And if we then require
• Additional Lepton(s) ⇒ high-ET 1 photon +
high-PT lepton + X signature is rare in SM,
backgrounds are low for searches
• Additional Photon(s)⇒ the photons have mod-
erate signal-to-noise but good efficiency and
mass peak resolution
1.2 Run I Results
1.2.1 eeγγ 6ET Candidate Event
In 1995 the CDF experiment, measuring p¯p collisions at
a center-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV at the Fermilab Teva-
tron, observed an event [2,3,7] consistent with the pro-
duction of two energetic photons, two energetic electrons,
and large missing transverse energy 2, 6ET (Figure 1).
1 Transverse momentum and energy are defined as PT =
p sin θ and ET = E sin θ, respectively. The CDF coordinate
system of r, ϕ, and z is cylindrical, with the z-axis along the
proton beam. The pseudorapidity is η = − ln(tan(θ/2)).
2 Missing ET ( 6ET ) is defined by 6ET = −
∑
i
EiT nˆi, where i
is the calorimeter tower number for |η| < 3.6, and nˆi is a unit
vector perpendicular to the beam axis and pointing at the ith
calorimeter tower. We define the magnitude 6ET = |6ET |.
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Fig. 1. The Run I eeγγ 6ET Candidate Event.
This signature is predicted to be very rare in the Stan-
dard Model of particle physics, with the dominant contri-
bution coming from the WWγγ production:
WWγγ→(eν)(eν)γγ→eeγγ 6ET,
from which we expect 8 × 10−7 events. All other sources
(mostly detector misidentification) lead to 5× 10−7 events.
Therefore, we expect (1 ± 1)× 10−6 events, which would
give us one eeγγ 6ET candidate event if we had taken mil-
lion times more data than we actually had in Run I.
The event raised theoretical interest, however, as the
two-lepton two-photon signature is expected in some mod-
els of physics ‘beyond the Standard Model’ such as gauge-
mediated models of supersymmetry [8]. For example, pos-
sible interpretation will be:
pp→ e˜+e˜−(+X), e˜→ χ˜02 + e, χ˜02 → χ˜01γ,
where e˜ is the selectron (the bosonic partner of the elec-
tron), and χ˜01 and χ˜
0
2 are the lightest and next-to-lightest
neutralinos.
1.2.2 γγ+X Search
The detection of this single event led to the development
of ‘signature-based’ inclusive searches to cast a wider net:
in this case one searches for two photons + X [2,3,7],
where X stands for anything, with the idea that if pairs of
new particles were being created these inclusive signatures
would be sensitive to a range of decay modes or to the
creation and decay of different particle types.
In Run I Searches for γγ+X all results were consis-
tent with the SM background expectations with no other
exceptions other than the observation of the eeγγ 6ET can-
didate event(Table 1) [3].
Table 1. Number of observed and expected γγ events with
additional objects in 86 pb−1[3].
Signature (Object) Obs. Expected
6ET > 35 GeV, |∆φ 6ET−jet| > 10
◦ 1 0.5 ± 0.1
Njet ≥ 4, E
jet
T > 10 GeV, |η
jet| < 2.0 2 1.6 ± 0.4
b-tag, EbT > 25 GeV 2 1.3 ± 0.7
Central γ, Eγ3T > 25 GeV 0 0.1 ± 0.1
Central e or µ, Ee or µT > 25 GeV 3 0.3 ± 0.1
Central τ , EτT > 25 GeV 1 0.2 ± 0.1
1.2.3 From γγ to ℓγ: ℓγ+X Search
Another ‘signature-based’ inclusive search, motivated by
eeγγ 6ET event was for ℓγ+X [5,6,9].
In general data agrees with expectations, with the ex-
ception for the ℓγ 6ET category. We have observed 16 ℓγ 6ET
events on a background of 7.6 ± 0.7 expected. The 16
ℓγ 6ET events consist of 11 µγ 6ET events and 5 eγ 6ET events,
versus expectations of 4.2±0.5 and 3.4±0.3 events, respec-
tively. The SM prediction yields the observed rate of ℓγ 6ET
with 0.7% probability (which is equivalent to 2.7 stan-
dard deviations for a Gaussian distribution).
One of the first SUSY interpretation of the CDF µγ 6ET
events [10] was resonant smuon µ˜ production with a single
dominant R-parity violating coupling (Figure 2).
1
q
q¯′
µ
χ0
µ˜ G˜
γ
Fig. 2. Resonant smuon production and subsequent decay,
producing the µγ 6ET signature.
The Run I search was initiated by an anomaly in the
data itself, and as such the 2.7 sigma excess above the
SM expectations must be viewed taking into account the
number of such channels a fluctuation could have occurred
in.
Table 2. Run I Photon-Lepton Results: Number of observed
and expected ℓγ events with additional objects in 86 pb−1[6].
Category µSM N0 P(N ≥ N0|µSM ),%
All ℓγ+X – 77 –
Z-like eγ – 17 –
Two-Body ℓγX 24.9±2.4 33 9.3
Multi-Body ℓγX 20.2±1.7 27 10.0
Multi-Body ℓℓγX 5.8 ± 0.6 5 68.0
Multi-Body ℓγγX 0.02±0.02 1 1.5
Multi-Body ℓγ 6ETX7.6 ± 0.7 16 0.7
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2 From Run I to Run II
Having many different hints from the signature-based sear-
ches for new physics in photon final states in Run I, the
strategy for Run II was straightforward: take more data.
The main points were:
– Increase the Collision Energy: 1.80 → 1.96 TeV
– Increase the rate at which we take data: 3500 → 396
ns (timing between bunches)
– Upgrade the Detectors
2.1 CDF Run II Detector
The CDF-II detector [11] is a cylindrically symmetric spec-
trometer designed to study p¯p collisions at the Fermilab
Tevatron, that uses the same solenoidal magnet and cen-
tral calorimeters as the CDF-I detector [12] from which it
was upgraded. Because the analyses described here have
been motivated by the Run I searches, we note especially
the differences from the Run I detector relevant to the
detection of photons, leptons, and 6ET.
The central calorimeters are physically unchanged; how-
ever, the readout electronics has been replaced to accom-
modate the smaller proton and anti-proton bunch spacing
of the Tevatron in Run II. The end-cap (plug) and for-
ward calorimeters have been replaced with a more com-
pact scintillator-based design, retaining the projective ge-
ometry [13].
The tracking system used to measure the momenta of
charged particles has been replaced, with the central outer
tracker upgraded to have smaller drift cells [14], and the
inner tracking chamber and silicon system replaced by a
system of silicon strip chambers with more layers, now in
2-dimensions [15]. The new inner tracking system has sub-
stantially more material, resulting in more bremsstrahlung
(photons) produced by high-PT electrons.
The central CMU, CMP, and CMX muon systems3 are
also physically unchanged in design, but the coverage of
the CMP and CMX muon systems [16] has been extended
by filling in gaps in ϕ [11].
3 Run II: Searches for New Physics in Photon
Final States
The Run I results on the searches for new physics in pho-
ton final states were intriguing [2,3,5,6]. The rare eeγγ 6ET
candidate event and the measured event rate for the sig-
nature ℓ+γ+ 6ET, which was 2.7 sigma above the SM pre-
dictions, sparked signature-based searches in the γγ +X
and ℓγ +X channels.
3 The CMU (Central Muon Chambers) system consists of
gas proportional chambers in the region |η| < 0.6; the CMP
(Central Muon Upgrade) system consists of chambers after an
additional meter of steel, also for |η| < 0.6. The CMX (Central
Muon Extension) chambers cover 0.6 < |η| < 1.0.
With more data in Run II we should be able to answer
a simple question: was it an anomaly or were the Run I
results the first evidence for the new physics?
There are lots of searches involving photon final states
at CDF in Run II. Some of the analyses are presented in
this paper:
– Search for High-Mass Diphoton State and Limits on
Randall-Sundrum Gravitons (Section 3.1)
– Search for Anomalous Production of Diphoton Events
with 6ET and Limits on GMSB Models (Section 3.2)
– Search for Lepton-Photon-X Events (Section 3.3)
3.1 Search for High-Mass Diphoton State and Limits
on Randall-Sundrum Gravitons
Searches for new particles decaying into two identical par-
ticles are broad, inclusive and sensitive. The production of
the new particle may be direct or in association with other
particles, or in a decay chain. The discovery of a sharp
mass peak over background would be a compelling evi-
dence for the production of a new particle. The diphoton
final state is important because the photons are bosons
and the parent may be fermiphobic. The photons have
moderate signal-to-noise but good efficiency and mass peak
resolution.
One model producing a diphoton mass peak is Randall-
Sundrum gravitons [17]. Current string theory proposes
that as many as seven new dimensions may exist and the
geometry of these extra dimensions is responsible for grav-
ity being so weak. The Randall-Sundrum model has the
property that a parameter, the warp factor, determines
the curvature of the extra dimensions and therefore the
mass of the Kaluza-Klein graviton resonances, which de-
cay to two bodies including photons.
Details on this analysis are reported in [18].
3.1.1 Data Sample
The sample corresponds to 345 pb−1 of data taken between
February 2002 and July, 2004. We require that the data
were taken under good detector conditions for a reliable
photon identification. We apply selection cuts as follows:
– Photons in Central Calorimeter
– Eγ
T
> 15 GeV
– M (γ, γ) > 30 GeV
To select a photon in a central calorimeter (approxi-
mately 0.05 < |η| < 1.0), we require a central electromag-
netic cluster that: a) is not near the boundary in φ of a
calorimeter tower 4 b) have the ratio of hadronic to electro-
magnetic energy, Had/EM, < 0.055+0.00045×Eγ(GeV);
c) have no tracks, or only one track with pT < 1 GeV/c,
extrapolating to the towers of the cluster; d) is isolated in
4 The fiducial region has ∼87% coverage in the central re-
gion.
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the calorimeter and tracking chamber 5 e) have a shower
shape in the CES 6 consistent with a single photon; f) have
no other significant energy deposited nearby in the CES.
The final dataset consists of 3339 events, for which
the data histogrammed with bins equivalent to one σ of
invariant mass resolution are shown in Figure 3. The high-
est mass events occur at masses of 207, 247, 304, 329, and
405 GeV/c2 (Figure 4).
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Fig. 3. The diphoton invariant mass distribution his-
togrammed in bins of approximately one σ of mass resolution.
3.1.2 Backgrounds
There are two significant backgrounds to the γγ sample.
The first is SM diphoton production which accounts for
30% of the events (Figure 5). This background is esti-
mated using a NLO Monte Carlo, diphox [19], which we
normalize to L=345 pb−1.
The second background comes from high-ET π
0’s from
jets. To create a control sample, we loosen several cuts
(including relaxing the isolation cuts by 50%), and we get
5 To reject hadronic backgrounds that fake prompt photons,
candidates are required to be isolated in the calorimeter and
tracking chamber. In the calorimeter the isolation is defined as
the energy in a cone of 0.4 in η − φ space, minus the photon
cluster energy, and corrected for energy loss into cracks as well
as the number of reconstructed p¯p interactions in the event.
We require isolation < 0.1 × EγT for E
gamma
T < 20 GeV, and
< 2.0 GeV+0.02 × (EγT − 20 GeV) for E
γ
T > 20 GeV. In the
tracking chamber we require the scalar sum of the pT of all
tracks in a cone of 0.4 to be < 2.0 GeV+0.005×EγT, where all
values of EγT are in GeV.
6 CES: Central EM Strip Chambers.
Fig. 4. γγ Highest Mass Event. M (γγ) = 405 GeV/c2, Eγ1T
= 172 GeV, Eγ2T = 175 GeV.
Fig. 5. Standard Model diphoton production diagrams.
9891 events, from which we then reject events in the sig-
nal sample and are left with 6552 events in the “photon
sideband” sample. We then derive the shape of the mass
distribution by fitting this sample to a sum of several ex-
ponentials. We then subtract the estimate from the SM
contribution and normalize the fakes background to the
low mass (mγγ between 30 and 100 GeV).
Figure 6 shows the data mass spectrum compared to
the prediction.
3.1.3 Limits on Randall-Sundrum Gravitons
Since the data are consistent with the SM prediction, we
place upper limits on the cross sections times branching
ratio of Randall-Sundrum graviton production and decay
to diphotons (Figure 7).
Figure 8 shows the combined 95% confidence level RS
graviton mass limits of the di-photon (L=345 pb−1) and
di-lepton (L=200 pb−1) searches [20] in the graviton mass
versus coupling, k/MPlanck, plane. Note, that γγ has a
larger Branching Ratio (Br(G→ γγ) = 2×Br(G→ee)) and
the γγ spin factors improve the acceptance.
3.2 Search for Anomalous Production of Diphoton
Events with 6ET and Limits on GMSB Models
For theoretical reasons [21,22], and because of the eeγγ 6ET
candidate event (Figure 1) recorded by the CDF detec-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the SM di-photon contribution plus
misidentified jets with the observed diphoton mass spectrum.
Variable bins are used for statistical comparison to the back-
ground prediction.
Fig. 7. Randall-Sundrum graviton production and decay to
diphotons.
Fig. 8. Combined 95% confidence level Randall-Sundrum
graviton mass limits of the di-photon and di-lepton searches.
tor in Run I [2,3], we want to search for the production
of heavy new particles that decay producing the signa-
ture γγ+ 6ET. Of particular theoretical interest are super-
symmetric (SUSY) models with gauge–mediated SUSY–
breaking (GMSB). Characteristically, the effective SUSY–
breaking scale (Λ) can be as low as 100 TeV, the lightest
SUSY particle is a light gravitino (G˜) that is assumed
to be stable, and the SUSY particles have masses in a
range that may make them accessible at Tevatron ener-
gies [21]. In these models the visible signatures are de-
termined by the properties of the next–to–lightest SUSY
particle (NLSP) that may be, for example, a slepton or
the lightest neutralino (χ˜01). In the GMSB model investi-
gated here, the NLSP is a χ˜01 decaying almost exclusively
to a photon and a G˜ that penetrates the detector without
interacting, producing 6ET. SUSY particle production at
the Tevatron is predicted to be dominated by pairs of the
lightest chargino (χ˜±1 ) and by associated production of a
χ˜±1 and the next–to–lightest neutralino (χ˜
0
2). Each gaug-
ino pair cascades down to two χ˜01’s, leading to a final state
of γγ + 6ET +X , where X represents any other final state
particles.
Details on this analysis can be found in [23,24].
3.2.1 Data Sample
The analysis selection criteria have been optimized to max-
imize, a priori, the expected sensitivity to GMSB SUSY
based only on the background expectations and the pre-
dictions of the model. Event selection requirements for the
diphoton candidate sample are designed to reduce electron
and jet/π0 backgrounds while accepting well-measured di-
photon candidates.
We require two central (approximately 0.05 < |η| <
1.0) electromagnetic clusters that should pass standard
photon selection cuts (Section 3.1.1). For this analysis we
require Eγ
T
> 13 GeV.
3.2.2 Backgrounds
Backgrounds for the γγ+X analysis are:
– QCD background: fake photon (jj, jγ)
– QCD background: γγ
– eγ
– Non-Collision: beam-related, cosmic rays
Before the 6ET requirement, the diphoton candidate
sample is dominated by QCD interactions producing com-
binations of photons and jets faking photons. In each case
only small measured 6ET is expected, due mostly to energy
measurement resolution effects.
Events with an electron and a photon candidate (Wγ →
eνγ, Wj → eνγfake, Zγ → eeγ, etc.) can contribute to
the diphoton candidate sample when the electron track is
lost (by tracking inefficiency or bremsstrahlung) to create
a fake photon. For W decays large 6ET can come from the
neutrinos. This background is estimated using eγ events
from the data.
Beam–related sources and cosmic rays overlapped with
a SM event can contribute to the background by producing
spurious energy deposits that in turn affect the measured
6ET. While the rate at which these events contribute to
the diphoton candidate sample is low, most contain large
6ET. The spurious clusters can pass photon cuts.
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Table 3. Numbers of events observed and events expected from background sources as a function of the 6ETrequirement. Here
“QCD” includes the γγ, γj and jj processes. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic.
6ET Expected Observed
Requirement QCD eγ Non-Collision Total
25 GeV 4.01± 3.21 ± 3.76 1.40± 0.52 ± 0.45 0.54± 0.06 ± 0.42 5.95± 3.25 ± 3.81 3
35 GeV 0.30± 0.24 ± 0.22 0.84± 0.32 ± 0.27 0.25± 0.04 ± 0.19 1.39± 0.40 ± 0.40 2
45 GeV 0.01± 0.01 ± 0.01 0.14± 0.06 ± 0.05 0.12± 0.03 ± 0.09 0.27± 0.07 ± 0.10 0
55 GeV (negligible) 0.05± 0.03 ± 0.02 0.07± 0.02 ± 0.05 0.12± 0.04 ± 0.05 0
Backgrounds and observed number of events are sum-
marized in Table 3.
3.2.3 Limits on GMSB Models
The 6ET spectrum for events with two isolated central pho-
tons with Eγ
T
> 13 GeV is shown in Figure 9, along with
the predictions from the GMSB model. No excess is ob-
served in two photons + energy imbalance events.
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Fig. 9. The 6ET spectrum for events with two isolated central
photons with EγT > 13 GeV and |η|
<
∼1.0 along with the predic-
tions from the GMSB model with a χ˜±1 mass of 175 GeV/c
2,
normalized to 202 pb−1. The diphoton candidate sample data
are in good agreement with the background predictions. There
are no events above the 6ET > 45 GeV threshold. The prop-
erties of the two candidates above 40 GeV appear consistent
with the expected backgrounds.
Since there is no evidence for events with anomalous
6ET in the diphoton candidate sample, we set limits on
new particle production from GMSB using the parameters
suggested in Ref. [25]. Using the NLO predictions we set a
limit of M
χ˜±1
, and then from mass relations in the model,
we equivalently set limits on Mχ˜01
and Λ:
M
χ˜±1
>167 GeV/c2, Mχ˜01
>93 GeV/c2, Λ >69 GeV/c2.
The combined CDF+DØ limit [24] is significantly larger
(i.e. more stringent) than either experiment alone [23,26].
The details on the combination of the results on the CDF
and DØ searches for chargino and neutralino production
in GMSB SUSY using the two-photon and missing ET
channel are explained in [24].
Figure 10 shows the combined CDF and DØ result for
the observed cross section [24] as a function of M
χ˜±1
and
Mχ˜01
along with the theoretical LO and NLO production
cross sections.
The combined CDF+DØ limits are:
M
χ˜±1
>209 GeV/c2, Mχ˜01
>114 GeV/c2, Λ >84.6 GeV/c2
at 95% C.L. in GMSB Model. This is a first combined Run
II result and it sets the world’s most stringent limits on
the GMSB SUSY.
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Fig. 10. The 95% C.L. upper limits on the total produc-
tion cross section times branching ratio versus M
χ˜±1
and M
χ˜01
for the light gravitino scenario using the parameters proposed
in [25]. The lines show the experimental combined CDF+DØ
limit and the LO and NLO theoretically predicted cross sec-
tions. We set limits of M
χ˜±1
>209 GeV/c2, M
χ˜01
>114 GeV/c2,
Λ >84.6 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L. in GMSB Model.
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3.3 Search for Lepton-Photon-X Events
In Run I lepton+photon+X search the results were consis-
tent with SM expectations in a number of channels with
“the possible exception of photon-lepton events with large
6ET, for which the observed total was 16 events and the SM
expectation was 7.6 ± 0.7 events, corresponding in likeli-
hood to a 2.7 sigma effect.” [6]). We concluded “However,
an excess of events with 0.7% likelihood (equivalent to 2.7
standard deviations for a Gaussian distribution) in one
subsample among the five studied is an interesting result,
but it is not a compelling observation of new physics. We
look forward to more data in the upcoming run of the
Fermilab Tevatron.” [6]. In this section we report the re-
sults [27] of repeating the ℓγ+X search with the same
kinematic selection criteria in a substantially larger data
set, L=305 pb−1, a higher p¯p collision energy, 1.96 TeV,
and the CDF II detector.
3.3.1 Data Sample
The data presented here were taken between March 21,
2002, and August 22, 2004 and represent 305pb−1 for which
the silicon detector and all three central muon systems
(CMP, CMU and CMX) were operational.
A 3-level trigger [11] system selects events with a high
transverse momentum 7 lepton (PT > 18 GeV) or pho-
ton (ET > 25 GeV) in the central region, |η|<∼ 1.0. Pho-
ton and electron candidates are chosen from clusters of
energy in adjacent CEM 8 towers; electrons are then fur-
ther separated from photons by requiring the presence of a
COT 9 track pointing at the cluster. Muons are identified
by requiring COT tracks to extrapolate to a reconstructed
track segment in the muon drift chambers.
We have reused the Run I selection kinematic cuts for
Run II analysis, so that they are a priori:
– Tight Muons: PT > 25 GeV
– Tight Central Electrons, Photons: ET > 25 GeV
– Loose Muons: PT > 20 GeV
– Loose Central Electrons: ET > 20 GeV
– Loose Plug Electrons: ET > 15 GeV
– 6ET > 25 GeV
The identification of photons (see Section 3.1.1) and
leptons is essentially the same as in the Run I search [5],
with only minor technical differences, mostly due to the
changes in the construction of the tracking system and
end-plug calorimeters.
A muon passing the ‘tight’ cuts is required to: a) have
a track in the COT that passes quality cuts on the mini-
mum number of hits on the track; b) deposit energy in
the electromagnetic and hadronic compartments of the
calorimeter consistent with that expected from a muon,
c) match a muon ‘stub’ track in the CMX detector or in
7 We use the convention that “momentum” refers to pc and
“mass” to mc2.
8 CEM: Central EM Calorimeter.
9 COT: Central Outer Tracker.
both the CMU and CMP detectors; d) not be a cosmic
ray (determined from measuring timing with the COT).
‘Tight’ central electrons are required to have a high-
quality track with PT of at least half the shower energy
10,
minimal leakage into the hadronic calorimeter 11, a good
profile in the z dimension (the dimension in which the
electron track is not bent by the magnetic field) at shower
maximum that matches the extrapolated track position,
and a lateral sharing of energy in the two calorimeter tow-
ers containing the electron shower consistent with that
expected.
The additional muons are required to have PT > 20
GeV and to satisfy the same criteria as for “tight” muons
but with fewer hits required on the track, or, alternatively,
a more stringent cut on track quality but no requirement
that there be a matching “stub” in the muon systems.
Additional central electrons are required to have ET >
20 GeV and to satisfy the tight central electron criteria
but with a track requirement of only PT > 10 GeV (rather
than 0.5×ET), and no requirement on a shower maximum
measurement or lateral energy sharing between calorime-
ter towers. ‘Loose’ electrons in the end-plug calorimeters
are required to have ET > 15 GeV, minimal leakage into
the hadron calorimeters, a ‘track’ containing at least 3 hits
in the silicon tracking system, and a shower transverse
shape consistent with that expected, with a centroid close
to the extrapolated position of the track.
Missing transverse energy 6ET is calculated from the
calorimeter tower energies in the region |η| < 3.6. Correc-
tions are then made to the 6ET for non-uniform calorimeter
response [28] for jets with uncorrected ET > 15 GeV and
η < 2.0, and for muons with PT > 20 GeV.
3.3.2 Control Samples and Backgrounds
We useW and Z0 production as control samples to ensure
that the efficiencies for high-PT electrons and muons, as
well as for 6ET, are well understood. The photon control
sample is constructed from events in which one of the
electrons radiates a high-ET γ such that the eγ invariant
mass is within 10 GeV of the Z0 mass.
The dominant source of photon-lepton events at the
Tevatron is electroweak diboson production (Figure 11), in
which a W or Z0 boson decays leptonically (ℓν or ℓℓ) and
a photon is radiated from either an initial-state quark, the
W or Z0, or from a charged final-state lepton. The number
of such events is estimated using leading-order (LO) ma-
trix element event generators [30,31,32]. A correction for
higher-order processes (K-factor) has been applied [29].
To simulate the triboson channels Wγγ and Zγγ we
have used MadGraph [30] and CompHep[32].
10 The PT threshold is set to 25 GeV for ET > 100 GeV.
11 The fraction of electromagnetic energy Eem allowed to leak
into the hadronic compartment is 0.055+0.00045Eem for tight
and loose central electrons; for loose plug electrons and for
photons the fraction must be less than 0.125.
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Fig. 11. Standard Model Wγ and Zγ production diagrams.
3.3.3 Lepton-Photon-X Results
Following the Run I analysis strategy, we define the ℓγ 6ET
subsample by requiring that an event contains, in addition
to the central lepton and central photon, 6ET > 25 GeV.
A second signal subsample, the ℓℓγ sample, is constructed
by requiring, in addition to the central lepton and cen-
tral photon, a second ‘loose’ lepton with ET > 25 GeV.
These two subsamples were selected as the search regions
of interest from the Run I results with the same kinematic
selections; these two searches in the Run II data are thus a
priori. Both sample selections are ‘inclusive’, in that there
are no requirements on the presence or absence of other
objects.
In addition to the expectations from real SM processes
that produce real lepton-photon events, there are back-
grounds due to misidentified leptons and photons, and also
incorrectly calculated 6ET.
We consider two sources of fake photons: QCD jets
in which a π0 or a photon from hadron decay mimics a
direct photon, and electron bremsstrahlung, in which an
energetic photon is radiated off of an electron which then
has much lower energy and curls away from the photon.
Backgrounds from fake leptons and/or fake missing ET
(’QCD’) we estimate from a sample, in which we expect
to have very little real lepton content [33] by selecting on
loose leptons and rejecting events from the W or Z.
The predicted and observed totals for both the ℓγ 6ET
and ℓℓγ searches are shown in Table 4. We observe 42
ℓγ 6ET events, versus the expectation of 37.3± 5.4 events. If
the Run I ratio of observed to expected, which was 16/7.6,
had held up, the 2.7 σ excess observed in Run I would have
resulted in an observation of 79 ± 11 events when applying
the same analysis to the Run II data, versus the 42 events
observed. In the ℓℓγ channel, we observe 31 events, versus
an expectation of 23.0 ± 2.7 events. No eµγ events are
observed.
While the number of events observed is somewhat larger
than expectations(Table 4), there is not a significant ex-
cess in either signature, and the kinematic distributions
are in reasonable agreement with the SM predicted shapes.
The distributions for events in the ℓγ 6ET sample are
shown in Figure 12 for the electron channel and in Fig-
Table 4. A comparison of the numbers of events predicted by
the SM and the observations for the ℓγ 6ET and ℓℓγ searches.
The SM predictions are dominated by Wγ and Zγ produc-
tion [30,31,32]. Other contributions come fromWγγ and Zγγ,
leptonic τ decays, and misidentified leptons, photons, or 6ET.
Lepton+Photon+ 6ET Events
SM Source eγ 6ET µγ 6ET (e+ µ)γ 6ET
W±γ 13.70±1.89 8.84±1.35 22.54±2.80
Z0/γ∗ + γ 1.16±0.40 4.49±0.64 5.65±1.03
W±γγ, Z0/γ∗+γγ 0.14±0.02 0.18±0.02 0.32±0.03
W±γ, Z0/γ∗+γ→τγ 0.71±0.18 0.26±0.08 0.97±0.22
W±+Jet faking γ 2.8±2.8 1.6±1.6 4.4±4.4
Z0/γ∗→e+e−, e→γ 2.45±0.33 - 2.45±0.33
Jets faking ℓ+ 6ET 0.7±0.7 0.3±0.3 1.0±0.8
Total 21.7±3.4 15.7±2.2 37.3±5.4
Observed 25 17 42
Multi-Lepton+Photon Events
SM Source eeγ µµγ llγ
Z0/γ∗ + γ 12.50±1.53 7.81±0.88 20.31±2.40
Z0/γ∗ + γγ 0.24±0.03 0.12±0.02 0.36±0.04
Z0/γ∗+Jet faking γ 0.3±0.3 0.2±0.2 0.5±0.5
Z0/γ∗→e+e−, e→γ 0.23±0.09 - 0.23±0.09
Jets faking ℓ+ 6ET 0.6±0.6 1.0±1.0 1.6±1.2
Total 13.9±1.7 9.1±1.4 23.0±2.7
Observed 19 12 31
ure 13 for the muon channel. The dominant contribution
for ℓγ 6ET is SM Zγ and Wγ production.
The distributions for events in the ℓℓγ sample are shown
at Figure 14 for electron channel and Figure 15 for muon
channel. The dominant contribution for ℓℓγ is SM Zγ pro-
duction.
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Fig. 12. The distributions for events in the eγ 6ET sample in
a) the ET of the photon; b) the ET of the electron, c) the
missing transverse energy, 6ET, and d) the transverse mass
of the electron-photon- 6ET system. The histograms show the
expected SM contributions, including estimated backgrounds
from misidentified photons and leptons.
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Fig. 13. The distributions for events in the µγ 6ET sample in
a) the ET of the photon; b) the PT of the muon, c) the missing
transverse energy, 6ET, and d) the transverse mass of the muon-
photon- 6ET system. The histograms show the expected SM con-
tributions, including estimated backgrounds from misidentified
photons and leptons.
For the Zγ process occurring via initial state radiation,
the dilepton invariant mass distribution will be peaked
around the Z0-pole. For the final state radiation, the three
body invariant mass (m(l, l, γ)) distribution will be peaked
around the Z0-pole (Figures 14, 15, (c) and (d)).
We do not expect missing ET in the events in the ℓℓγ
sample based on the SM backgrounds; the eeγγ 6ET event
was of special interest due to the large value of 6ET. Fig-
ure 16 shows the distributions in 6ET for the eeγ and µµγ
subsamples of the ℓℓγ sample. No events are observed with
6ET > 25 GeV.
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Fig. 14. The distributions in a) the ET of the photon; b)
the ET of the electron, c) the 2-body mass of the dielectron
system, and d) the 3-body invariant mass meeγ .
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Fig. 15. The distributions in a) the ET of the photon; b) the
PT of the muon, c) the 2-body mass of the dimuon system, and
d) the 3-body invariant mass mµµγ .
In conclusion, we have repeated the search for inclu-
sive lepton + photon production with the same kinematic
requirements as the Run I search, but with a significantly
larger data sample and a higher collision energy. We find
that the numbers of events in the ℓγ 6ET and ℓℓγ subsam-
ples of the ℓγ+X sample agree with SM predictions. We
observe no ℓℓγ events with anomalous large 6ET or with
multiple photons and so find no events like the eeγγ 6ET
event of Run I.
In summary, while we are disappointed that we found
no more eeγγ 6ET events in a much larger sample than in
Run I, and the Run I excess in ℓγ 6ET became less sig-
nificant rather than more, we have conclusively settled a
question that generated much interest in the theoretical
community. The channels we have investigated will remain
interesting, and the techniques we have developed and the
knowledge gained will be useful for similar searches at the
Tevatron and at the LHC.
4 Summary and Outlook
To summarize, we will list the main points for the Run II
results presented in this paper:
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Fig. 16. The distributions in missing transverse energy 6ET
observed in the inclusive search for a) µµγ events and b) eeγ
events. The histograms show the expected SM contributions.
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– Search for ℓγ+X : the Run I 2.7 sigma excess in ℓγ 6ET is
not confirmed when repeating the analysis with much
more data. We observe no ℓℓγ events with anomalous
large 6ET or with multiple photons.
– Search for γγ 6ET+X : no excess is observed in the two
photons + energy imbalance channel. The combined
CDF and DØ Result provides world’s most stringent
limits on GMSB SUSY. No new eeγγ 6ET (or similar)
candidate events have been found.
– Search for high-mass diphotons: the data agree with
predictions.
The Fermilab plan is to have a factor of 10-20 more
data than presented here by the end of Run II of the
Tevatron. A recent upgrade, the EM Timing system [34],
provides a vitally important handle that could confirm (or
disprove) that all the photons in unusual events are from
the primary collision.
Currently, the CDF is actively pursuing topics and an-
alyzing up to 1 fb−1 of delivered luminosity. New and ex-
citing results are coming out quickly. Further information
regarding the analyses presented in this paper and new
results can be found in [35].
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